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Gamma. The Kawa aki run 
off its l40mph peedo, the 
Suzuki po sesse the most 
scintilating rolling cha is I 
have at on . And yet , as 
road bike ,they are almo t a 
well-rounded a the Yamaha. I 
de perately want one and will 
have to buy: but green or 
blue? De pite the RGV' 
brilliance and beauty it ' a 
clo e run contest, ring-a-ding
ding ... 

RGV250 
... a-ding-ding ... clonk.' 
Well I'll be gob macked , that 
was the third be t ride of my 
life . It houldn't have been, 
the AS doe n' t pring to mind 
as a particularly 
whambamalula stretch of 
tarmac , but it was. Fact is, I've 
never been 0 intoxicated by a 
bike; or ridden so fast , so 
ea ily , 0 safely. 

The RGV2S0 is built to go 
fa t and stop quickly with a 
single-mindedness not seen 
thi ide of an OWOI or RC30. 
Its partan elegance comes, 
not from intricately fu y 
de ign, but from components 
pared down to a GP-style 
minimum: unfini hed , cobby, 
QD , functional. And light. 

A few years ago, 
Tupperware master cylinders 
ecured with a trip of tin and 
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a cheesy cro head , unlined 
fairing and unpainted motors 
were "naff' and the pre e rve 
of East German strokers. Now 
its chic - a la Yamaha works-
250 (Suzuki forgot to make a 
GP bike to replicate) . 
Detailing is uperb (drilled 
footrest-guard , hollowed gear
shifter, sensuously curved 
radiator)" but for anyone 
intending to ride their RGV all 
year, it will be a wonderful 
dream and a corrosive 
nightmare in one hit. Our had 
been ridden through the worst 
of the winter and it showed: 
cap- crews, spindle-bolts, 
banjo-bolt , fork-legs, and 
disc-rotors were all suffering. 

But at 20 pace it looks as 
horny a hell and as small and 
muscle-seizing as a YSR2S0. 
Dropping down into the 29 
inch saddle I felt like I'd 
scratched from there for years. 
A de rigeur whirr of the 
powervalve mean we're in 
bu iness, a whiff of 'bar
mounted choke, a push on the 
kicker and ease out the bullet
proof clutch without troubling 
the 3000rpm-starting tacho. 
Feet go where nature 
intended : onto high , very 
rear et peg . Bodyweight is 
evenly spread over the bike -
on thetank,on the token 
seat-foam , a little on the 
wrists. Peering down I see the 
outside of the creen. I'm not 
exactly comfortable - a fuel
breather consign my tank-bag 
to my back - and in 110 miles 
I'll be climbing up the near
empty tank like a scolded cat 
up a greased flag-pole. Too 
many conce ions , though , 
would compromi e the RGV 
and put it back with also-rans 
like Bimotas. 

On paper, it looks quick , 
producing a true 230bhp per 
litre which i a mere J05bhp 
more than a wimpy FZRlOOO. 
The Kawa aki KR-I carries 
Illb fewer and only just loses 
out in the top-end power 
struggle, but the RGV' 90 

degree vee-twin carries it 
weight lower and is so compact 
that it takes on miniscule 
proport ions . 

At town speeds it ounds 
more like a ick Sinclair S than 
a bike . Outside Boots I'm 
asked if it ' legal to ride on the 
road: not just legal but easy. 
Below SOOOrpm the vee-twin is 
as tractable as the KR-l and 
Yamaha TZR and is 
inherently smoother, right 
through the road rider's 
midrange from tickover to 
8,Soorpm - it AETC
powervalve-opening launch 
pad. 

A momentary he itation 
prior to the unleashing of 
20bhp within 2Soorpm merely 
add to the sheer excileration 
every time you wind it on . In 
first gear I can think of nothing 
that offers such a blammo 
burst of head-lurching, 
wheelie-pulling, adrenal in
pumping acceleration. It 's all 
over by II ,OOOrpm so you have 
°to be quick on the gear change 
otherwise the RGV quickly 
becomes a very flat little 2S0. 

Unfortunately, the cassette
type gearbox doesn' t hare the 
engine's crisp, razor- harp 
characteri tics. First, second 
and third all clonk and I found 
it impo ible to get a mooth 
change up to or down from 
third. Adju ting the gear lever 
helped , as did a few quirts of 
chain-lube, but the graunch 
wouldn't go away. At lower 
revs it' worse and equally 
annoying since crackling 
through town below SOOOrpm , 
feeling like Revin' Kevin 
rolling through the paddock 
a much about slick, well
timed changes as it is well
timed glances in hop 
window . 

At MIRA the teeny weeny 
slippery Suzuki was fa ter than 
the others - albeit 
inconclu ively. While the TZR 
and KR-l pluckily head
butted Hurricane Mirandha, 
the RGV was out of action 
thanks to an errant bullet
conn~ctor. 48 hour Jater, and , 

in still air, it only just craped 
home under the KR-I 's 13.29 
second 1/4 mile time. Its tall 
gearing, notchy 'box and mini
power-trough prior to 
8,Soorpm-ecstasy made it the 
hardest to launch. And 
compared to the KR-I it takes 
longer to fight back into the 
powerband once you've 
dropped out. It will sit 
happily, if e entially wasted , 
at a motorway-80mph and just 
under 8,OOOrpm in sixth. But 
could you? I couldn't and 
headed for the AS and the 
centrally mounted tacho's 
naughty bits. 

Here we go then! Or rather 
we don 't . Frantic but discreet 
deceleration is easy with the 
non-too-fierce twin-piston rear 
brake. The police Range 
Rover took an exit North . I 
went South and didn't use the 
pedal again all week. For the 
next 100 miles engine-speed 
rarely dropped below 8000rpm 
and at tho e revs the RGV 
defies its 2SOCC capacity. As 
high a fifth gear and loomph, 
the bum-re t gives an eager 
nudge in the back on just a 
hint more throttle . With a 
following breeze the RGV 
pulls sixth gear to its 
II ,Soorpm redline and an 
indicated 12Smph. Quite 
amazing, ' though I would 
worry about that wonderous 
GP technology as decoke day 
approached . 

After all, the RGV i very 
sophisticated and expen ive 
for a 250 but is, as a bike-in
general , ludicrously cheap 
compared to its rival : RC3Os , 
Bimota YB4s etc. The way it 
drops-in , stand -up again and 
generally flirt with phy ical 
improbabilitie is more akin to 
a Pitt Special biplane than a 
motorbike. And the fir t road 
rider to complain of fading 
brake or flexing problems 
from the ledgehammer of an 
aluminium frame'will either be 
a liar or our next 2SOcc World 
Champion. The four-pot 
calipers and floating di cs 
typify the tandard it ets and 
must be about the most 
powerful match in existence. 
Great, except you don't need 
them too often on the road . 
Come to that the RGV doe n't 
really need a rider much 
either. And thi. , I think , is 
why I went so fast on it. 

All you have to do is aim 
and believe it will cope with 
the forthcoming off-camber, 
downhill , triple-apex, 
decreasing radius conundrum. 
Ju t it there, peg and fairing 
well-clear of the tarmac, 
dragging your knee with such 
ridiculou ease that scuffed 
lider will now carry as much 

cred a scuffed visors. Stability 
and grip from the low-profile 



Dunlop radials (running on 
lick-sized four inch and five 

inch rims) are superb. Without 
trying you can achieve lean 
angles normally reserved for 
that one balmy summer's day 
when everything comes 
together. 

At first I rode it slowly: 
shifting my bodyweight too 
much , poncing about on the 
brake , steering gently . I rode 
it as I would a normal bike in 
February. By the time it went 
back to Heron, I was sitting 
tighter in the saddle on all but 
corners I braked hard for , 
dancing round damp bends 
without a wiggle , and happily 
napping the 'bars into a turn 

no matter how loaded the 
front end. The steering is 
blisteringly quick, though still 
slower than the KR-l 's (1 Omm 
less wheelba e , one degree 
Ie rake , five mm more trail) 
but once the RGY has been 
thrown-in, it's a secure as any 
750. The differ.ence is that it 
can be picked-up or gunned 
hard mid-bend without effort 
or worry . 

The Full Floater is a gem, 
and I left the shock 's spring 
preload (C-spanner , seven
way adjustable) on a mid
setting - unflappable and 
transmitting heartwarmingly 
po itive information on all bar 
the bumpiest of Broad . In 
town it 's more compliant than 
it has a right to be but , as per 
KR-l , a decent Ea t End pot 
hole still dumps you 
unceremonou lyon the tank . 

The 41mm front fork, 
though , are too soft. Paired to 
those brakes they take a dive 
on the merest speed-adjusting 
pull of the four-way adjustable 
lever. Hard braking for 
Pembrey' 20mph hairpin 
compressed the springs into 
submission while the KR-l 
was still soaking up the rough 
stuff. Roland twiddled with 
the finger-adjustable preload 
on the fork-top but only 
confused himself, made it 
worse , and then rode twice as 
quick. 

With an inch more seat 
foam , a bit more fork and a 
little Ie gearbox, the RGY 
would be hard to fault as a 
road-bike. The mirrors are 
clear, the headlight is the most 
effective of the three and the 
finish i also the best - which 
i n' t saying much. Acce s to 
the oil tank i easy; a key lifts 
the piUion-plank exposing 
enough room for a toolkit and 
an alarm should you want one. 

Conflict between track and 
road do crop-up bere and 
there. Taking a hort cut 
acro Sloane Square I 
remem~ered the low lung 
expan Ion chamber ju t a it 
caught the pavement ... If 

Kevin Schwantz' screen is like 
the RGY' then he really is a 
Bendy Toy. Getting tucked in 
at MIRA I rolled my eye 
upwards to peer through the 
screen and check I hadn't 
trayed into the path of a 

brake-te ting Leyland bus: I 
got a clear view of my helmet 
lining. The fairing doesn 't snag 
your fingers on full lock but as 
an implement for keeping the 
elements off: forget it. And 
forget the pillion seat too. A 
trip to Mitsui with Roland 
driving my knee into every 
other Yolvo's wing mirror was 
painful and cary. 

Still , the RGY's not bad . If 
you tend to commentate to 
yourself while leading the 
South Circular GP or if that 
trip to work is really a victory 
lap of Donington ... this i 
your bike . Apparently , dealers 
have sold-out which is strange 
considering RGYs are ugly 
and crap. 

KR-1 
A modern KH250? Yery much 
so. Equally green , equally 
smokey, and equally naughty . 
If the RGY didn' t exist it 
would be my bike of the year , 
but it does so it isn ' t - not 
quite . 

On standard gearing, it 's 
faster . Whazzing it the wrong 
way down MIRA's freshly 
abbreviated timing straight I 
glanced down at the speedo 
and covered an extra 300 yards 
as I did a double-take . Turning 
it around I trundled back to 
the timing hut muttering "250s 
do not go 142mph, 250's do 
not go . . ." And this one 
doesn 't - its speedo's a 
compulsive fibber - but a true 
135'ish isn' t exactly rubbi h. 
Mind you , myoId Z250, now 
there's a machine , that could 
do 81mph. 

The KR-l 's character varied 
depending on which of the 
other two I'd last ridden. After 
the TZR it felt an all-out yob 
and should have been 
bani hed to the track. After 
the RGY it felt more road-

mannered, like an updated 
TZR. In tyling, too , it tread 
a centre line: racey seat , but a 
real fairing ; a huge box-section 
frame , but in steel not 
aluminium . . . In reality it 
neither fall between two 
stools nor necessarily takes the 
best ofTZR or RGY. The 
KR-l i its own bike d'ya 
hear? 

It' totally modern but 
gloriously uncivilised . And it 
can' t hake off a few endearing 
KH triple nasties : open the 
throttle after a spell below the 
bloodline and it lays a sweet
smelling mokescreen ; the 
finish on our te ter (400 miles 
old when collected) was 
abysmal. The exhausts and 
discs were rusting, the alloy 
brackets were white with 
oxidiastion as were the 
painted, hollow spoked 
wheel . Its truly gruesome, 
white pillion-burn-number 
turns grey overnight - that and 
the equally dirt-friendly 
mirrors could be relics from a 
'70s parts-bin fitted in a ploy to 
woo a few Lionel Blair 
equipped punters back into 
the ring-a-ding fray . 

Simply buying a red one 
which looks 200 per cent beter 
would eradicate the saddle
eyesore , but not the bum-sore 
which comes on strong after 
the first 95 mile average 
tankful. Like the RGY , the 
KR-l 's riding position slots 
you in the bike and into the 
mood. But , surprisingly , the 
marginally lower rearset , 
higher and more gently raked 
'bars don' t combine to lower 
the pain threshold . All they do 
is place more weight on the old 
bott . 

Naturally enough, I ended 
up doing a virtual tour of 
Southern England on it but we 
became good chums. The 
fairing is the most effective , 
being ble ed with the highest 
screen and wide t side-section 
git/ing real weather protection 
(hand excepted) . A larger 

tank would ad to the KR-l's 
Martini appeaJ but its range 
best 110 miles , wor t 87 - was 
approximately tbe same as my 
bum's. With a tankbag to lean 
on , though , 400 M4 miles 
breezed by and the 'bars , pegs , 
seat set-up, a halfway house 
between the Yam and Suzuki , 
suited Roland's lanky frame as 
well as it did mine. 85mph in 
fifth seems to suit on boring 
roads (sixth is really an 
econogear and can only hold 
onto its revs if the going's 
favourable) and keeps the 
engine spinning above its most 
tingly patch between 6000rpm 
and 7500rpm. 

And it's so damn pretty that 
it 's irresistable. It hasn ' t 
followed the RGY across to 
total-track styling but is 
instead a more angular, 
traditional looking bike. 
Kawasaki's press-blurb points 
out that the KR-l keeps its 
capacity a closely guarded 
secret and lets its performance 
to the talking. Ignore the 
mighty-serious wheels and 
brakes and it could pass for a 
nifty-fifty, so talk to me baby, 
please! 

Under 4000rpm it's all 
whining gears edged with a 
crisp, metallic crackle; up to 
6500rpm it becomes a throaty 
GP250 and life looks up from 
there on in courtesy of a 
delicious banshee wail. 
Kawasaki are truly back in the 
balls-out game. 

Their re-entry level parallel 
twin is a rough cut diamond 
though despite a baJancer 
shaft (but no rubber-engine 
mounts as tbe engine i bolted 
in tight) : my hands were still 
tingling at 9000rpm five 
minutes after a decent ride . 
It' thirst for lube is 
unquenchable and the oil
warning light panics you to a 
garage long before it will 
accept a litre bottle . Filling-up 
occurs under the eat which is 
bandyifluggagei bungeedto 
the pillion except that you 
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need an allen key which i 
under the pill . . . phug. I 
carried it in my pocket and -
apologie -and-all-that to 
whoever' riding it now - it' 
till there . 

Like it four- troke br , 
the KR-I pull up an 
impre ively traight power
curve . It ha the midrange leg 
of the TZR with al mo t the 
top-end firework of the 
R . twi t of the demon
quick throttle below 500rpm 
I w the bike pectactularly 

but from 6, rpm nward 
re pon e i in tant and cri p 
enough to make the Yam feel 
wooll and coked. The pun h 
between 9000rpm and peak 
power (54bhp) at II , rpm 
i n't a awe orne a the 
RG '. but it delivery i 0 
mooth and in tant that it' by 

far the ea ie t bike to ride 
quickly. All or nowt it ain't. I 
couldn ' t tell you if Kawasaki ' 
con tantlyoperative 
powervalve, KIPS , is doing 
the good work , but I do know 
that the ulky little ervo 
doe n't even whirr at you first 
thing in the morning. 

The Kawa i at its best on 
well- urfaced nadgery . Ifit' 
wet then 0 much the better a 
it will further embara s 
everything and anything, 
coupling what amount to 
incredibly ophi ticated and 
relatively four- troke delivery 
to a headbanging 
featherweight chassis. I don 't 
know what happened to 16 
inch wheel (t he odd editorial 
Duke excepted) but the KR-
I' 1711 inch combination i 
razor. A 1365mm wheelba e 
mean they're almo t touching 
anyway and throwing the 
bike' anoerxeic 27 lib into a 
hairpin i thought rather than 
con ciously executed . From 
here on in to the exit 
everything aid about the 
RGV applies to the Kawa aki . 
Those 'ba r become 
reas uringly taught , the rear 
Uni-Trak - perfect for my nine 
tone once I'd bumped up the 

preload - and uperior, more 
progre sively prung 41mm 
fork are invincible. Fat (but 
relatively kinny) 1 no and 
130/60 Bridge tone radial 
give plenty of feel and don't 
eem to di tingui h between 

wet and dry road . 
This bike will go like tink at 

hillclimb . Launchin ' at 
MIRA, at the light , at He ton 

ervices (where the KR wa 
the undoubted tar) wa 
upremelyea y and , back-to

back, hould see off the RGV. 
The gearbox - like the 

uzuki' ,an ea ilyacce ible 
ca sette job - i lick and quick 
and the be t of the lot. It 
ratios are well-matched and 
drop you bang in the action 
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Price ........................... £3299 
Importer ..................... Heron Suzuki (GB) 

Ud. 46162 Gatwick 
Road. Crewtev 

Wlrrlnty .................... 12 monthsIunlimited 
mileage 

Engine ........................ Wateri:ooIed . 
90 degree veHwln 

Ben x strok • ............. 56mm x SO.6mm 
CIpIcity ..................... 249cc 
Comp. mio ............... . 7.5:1 
CIrtIuration ................ 2 x 32mm Mikuni 

TM32SS 
Gelrbox ..................... 6-speed 
Electrics ...... ............. .. 12V 3M battery; fIJI 

SSW headlight 

Tyres ........ .................. Dunlop Radial 
Front ................. ....... .. 110n0R17 
Relr ........................ .... l4Ot'6OR 17 
Brakes. front ...... ........ 2 x 290mm discs 
Relr ............................ 210mmdisc 
Suspension. front ...... Telescopic. preload 

adjust 
Relr ............................ Full Floater. preload 

adjust 

Relle/trail ................... 25.6 degreesl98mm 

Wheelbase ................. 1375mm (54.1ins) 
Dry Weight 
(claimed) .................... 128kg (282lb) 
Fuel c.tplCity .............. 171itres (3.7gal) 

(No g.le. one way only) 
Top speed in 'f: mile. 
pron • .......................... 116mph 
Upright... .................... 111.9mph 
Shnding Y. mile ........ 13.25sedl03.2mph 
Y. mile roll-on from 
SOmph ........................ 13. 74sec183.3mph 
Top gear ..................... 10.25mph/l000rpm 
Fuel consumption. 
over.II ........................ 38mpg 
Worst figure ..............• 35mpg 
Speedo accuracy 
At ind 30mph ............. 28.5mph 
At in SOmph ............... 48.4mph 
At ind 70mph ........... .. 65.6mph 

with each up-shift. 
The dual-piston twin 

caliper bite on drilled emi
floating di cs and aren ' t as 
harp a the RGV's but have 

the be t feel of all three . Two
finger operation became a 
hand- and-a- quick-prayer at 
Pembrey when they faded but 
a pump brought them back 
and that wa the e nd of it. 

mileage 
Waten:ooled 2·stroke 
parallel twin 
56.4mm x 50mm 
249cc 
5.9:1 
2 x 28mm Mituni 
TM28SS 
&-speed 
12V 4Ah battery; fIJI 
SSW headlamp 

12018OH17 
320mmdisc 
210mmdisc 
Telescopic. preload 
adjust 
Monoshock. preload 
adjust 

15.48sec162mph 
11.3mphll000rpm 

Otherwise the KR-J was 
constantly quicke t up the 
traight and braking into the 

hairpin; forks, brake, and 
front tyre a perfect match . 

The down ide of this 
unrivalled chuckability i a 
highly-strung manne r on fa ter 
and rougher roads where the 
KR-l doe n't in pire the all
round confidence the RGV 
does. If it' bumpy , the 
su pension needs winding 
right off as the combination of 
tiff pring and Iightne 

bounce the KR-Ilike a 
demented Space Hopper. 

By the end of the test , when 
the tyre were obviou Iy pa t 
their be t , the 'bar began to 
waggle at 90mph-plus. Into a 
headwind it became more 
pronounced and that 
super onic steering and 
hortage of pound conspired 

to give the KR- I a more 
nervou gait in nat-out turn . 
A Pembrey-bump on the exit 
of a rapid right hander, hit 
while till bank-over, urns-up 
the three bikes quite nicely: it 
knocked the TZR out of it 
tride completely, it waggled 

the KR- I if I at normally but 
hardly affected it if I at 
forward . The RGV flattened 
it. 

The KR- I i £300 or ten per 
cent cheaper than the RGV, 
which makes it a bargain a it's 
nowhere near ten per cent Ie 
brilliant. 

TZR250 
Comfort, practicality , 
midrange , proven-reliability 
sound like a G 125 but is in 
fact the TZR, last year's King 
ring-a-ding. The Yamaha i 
unchanged for 19 9 but the 
quarter-litre cla s isn' t and ha 
left it trailing in nearly all 
departments . 

Any criticism i not so much 
a judgement of the two-year
old TZR, more a ign of how 
staggeringly good the other 
are. Sadly though , our had 
come fre h from MeN and 
needed a eriou tweak which 
didn ' t help it cau e . Before 
throwing a leg over the RGV 
or KR-J the legendary 
parallel-twin felt roughe r and 
Ie rev-happy than u ual. The 
gearbox wa stiffer, the front 
disc brake lacking in feel. 

At Pembrey 110 t intere t 
after it rear Dunlop began 
liding the bike onto its 

footrest which probably 
looked the bu ine but had 
me parked-up pretty quick . I 
knew if I took the same 
liberies, attacked bend in the 
manner a I did on the others I 
would crash. Equipped with 
orne sporty rubber the TZR 

could have clo ed the gap and 
doubtle plenty of real 
headbangers will show RGVs 
and KR-ls the way home this 
sea on on stock TZR , but 
they will have to work very 
hard . 

From the off it feels tall and 
thin . Re ident Pembrey 
pecialist Christie O 'Sullivan 

said it felt like a chopper - but 
he is Iri h. The suspension, 
too , how it age: there's little 
to pin down as such except a 
general vagueness compared 
to the other . Steering i slow, 
the brake are wooden and the 



YPVS mill's famed midrange 
couldn 't help it as the other 
gunned effort le Iy out of low 
bend . 

However, if we d only taken 
the TZR to the WeI h circuit it 
would have come back in a 
blaze of glory. And on the 
road epa rating Wale from 
the Metropolis it was still the 
bike I wanted to ride. On 
rough (ie 90 per cent of) road 
the Yam's compliant and 
perfectly et-up suspen ion 
can scratch round the KR-l 
and keep the RGV in ight ; it 
teering is neutral and ea y to 

learn ; on the motorway it give 
the be t ride , has the only real 
addle , a well the wide t 

mirror-image. 
So long a you don't ride the 

other two hooligans, it' great. 
The two-step power band i 
the mo t igni fica nt 
contribution to fun this 
century and it pull wheelie 
and toppie and all the tuff. I 

al 0 reckon it 's my number 
one commuter. It cope with 
the motocro a pect , it pull 
like a (very mall) tractor 
whenever you turn the 
throttle , trick les smoothly at 
tickover, fi nd space like John 
Barne , cream away from 
XR-3s and fi re up econd 
prod every mornin It' 
probably faster than your 
bike , too. 

CONCLUSION 
Ea y. I'll have RGV frame. 
Full Floater, brakes, wheel , 
tyre , looks and concept. I' ll 
have the KR-J 's engine (with 
the RGV' smoothne s) and 
front fo rk . I'll take the TZR's 
comfort and reliability with an 
option on any bit off the 1989 
pec TZR which will probably 

blow them all into the weeds. 
rumbs. Plea e contact the 

offi ce if you ee a Suziwakama 
250 down your way. 

SECOND OPINION 

P
icking a winner from 
these three was 
never going to be 
easy, and if my 
choice seems more 

ra h than rational it's because 
that's the type of motorcycle 
250cc two-strokes are . 

The TZR is undeniably fun, 
fast and furiou but for me it 
falls between stools: lacking 
the all-round brilliance of 
Yamaha's RD350 F2 - still the 
ultimate tinkwheel? - but a 
narrow-tyred , off-the-pace old 
man's machine in this exalted , 
1989-model company. After 
you've teppedoffthe RGV, 
the TZR's riding position feels 
more Peter Fonda than Fa t 
Freddie (and to try and keep 
up with the other bikes round 
Pembrey was to invite a dose 
of Welsh ditch). To paraphrase 
another legend, who wants 
yesterday's racer? 

The KR 1 is probably the 
be t all-rounder of the three . 
As top-endy as the Suzuki , as 
torquey as the Yam, as njmble 

as a bluebottle on acid yet as 
stable a the 9.05 out of King's 
Cross , it takes 250cc 
motorcycling to a new level. 

But however competent, the 
conservatively-styled 
Kawasaki just doesn't excite 
me in the way the RGV does . 
The little Suzuki is peaky, 
thirsty and expensive, even by 
250 stroker standards. It ha 
the riding position and 
weather protection of a 
crashed pogo stick, and our 
bike came back from Pembrey 
in disgrace on the back of an 
RACwagon. 

I've forgiven it , because just 
looking at the RGV gets my 
adrenalin moving in a way that 
many bikes can 't manage 
when they're being ridden -
and the Suzuki is every bit as 
fun to ride as it looks, My head 
says choose the Kawa and my 
bank manager says choose the 
Yam. But these are bikes of 
the heart , and my heart says 
RGV250, no question. 

Roland Brown 
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HugeRGV 
exh.u.t port 
n ...... 
brldgetoo 
f.r, whil.t 
fast-actlng 
AETC gUillotine 
could c.tch the 
unw.ry 
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How much more of a 
good thing can you 

get from a 250? 
McDiarmid surveyed 

the Stan Stephens 
Stroker Salon to find 

out 

T 
uning stroke r~ i~ 
basically no 
different from 
fcttling four 
'troke ; you just 

have to persuade 'em to shift 
more ga and do something 
useful \ ith it. If you can do 
this without recourse to higher 
rpm (ie greater v lumetric 
efficienc = more torque) , 0 
much the better , The most 
obvious route to follow i!> 
bigger port , alUrally thi~ ha 
disad antage!>, 

ir ' t off. nothing about the 
basic port timing ' of an of 
thee 250s is at all radical ; 
air- oolcd trokers of the mid 
sixties had much the arne 
timings, although their port~ 
were much narrower and there 
were fewer of them, s to 
tuning potential. all three 
bikes alread have barrels like 

wiss ch e!>es , n bigger 
hole are like! to further 
reduce their mechanical 
strength and increase heat 
di!>tortion , especially around 
the exhau~t port. 

econdly , the piston ring!> 
which tend to bulge into the 
port!> a . the pas ' over them 
have ),omehow to hurtle up 
and down at up to 3700 feet 
per minute without gi ing up 
the ghost. This places an upper 
limit of about 41 mm on the 
width of an port in these 



engines. And that , mind, i for 
racing motor which are 
regularly fed new ring. 

The height and width of 
port have two quite different 
effects. Widening a port -
as uming you don' t run into 
ring problems - increase ga 
glow with little or no trade-off 
in tractabilit y. [ncrea ing the 
height of a port , on the other 
hand,alway " knock off 
bottom-end power. Thi que t 
for wider ports is the principle 
rea on that bores arc now 
wider and trokes horter than 
they often were a few year 
ago . But high-reving engines 
also need tall port with long 
opening durations, because as 
the revs ri e there's les and 
less time to hove gas through 
them. Life can be such a bitch 
at times. Power valve - all 
the e bikes have one exhaust 
gizmo or another - arc an 
attempt to have your cake and 
ca t it ; long exhau t duration 
at peak rpm , horter ones 
lower down. 

he exhau t port is the one 
with the major effect n where 

KR-1 ..... Ud (abov. left, 
port run. out of ...... th. 
although KIPS port (left, 
doe. its beat vi. link .... 
on"'" (.bove' 
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TZR .xhaust port sporta the 
most redlcal timing, but last 

genentlon'slnlet and transf.,. can't 
k.epup 

TZR 

TZR reed cage 
was the biggest 
on any road bike . 
Until KR1 and 
RGV came along 
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KR1 

RGV 

peak power i developed . 
With the ort of borel troke 
ratio u ed by the e 250s , the 
highest practical exhaust port 
for proddy racing would be 
about 25mm, one mm or 0 
higher for really illy treet use 
where your mates are more 

impressed with ab olute top· 
end than a trong squirt out of 
the corners . In fact ome of 
the tock dimen ion are a 
little urpri ing, ince the 
exhaust duration required for 
particular peak power rpm are 
fairly well known . (Although 
expansion chamber de ign al 0 
ha a major effect and tend , 
along with the carb ize, to put 
an upper limit on proddy 
tuning potential). 

All other thing being equal , 
you'd expect the TZR's 26mml 
191 0 exhau t port height to 
deliver max hor es at around 
1O,OOOrpm, which ain't far 
wrong; the RGV' 27mm/186° 
exhau t ugge ts a 9 rpm 
peak, so either the tacho' way 
out or it could 10 e 1.5mm off 
the top of the port (which ju t 
happen to be what Mick 

rant ha done to Heron 
Suzuki' uper port 400 
contender)· a for the 
Kwacker, its 29mrnll7 0 

exhau teem to be aimed at a 
mi erly 7250rpm (although the 
extra KIPS port whimper all 
the way to 500rpm). If I were 
Stan Stephens I'd have t\ 0 or 
three mil off the KR I before I 
even ran the thing in. 

The tran fers ports have the 
job of getting the mixture from 
the crankca e into the 
combustion chamber: a uch , 
they're crucial to efficiency 
and power spread . Transfer 
have only the briefe t of time 
to work - around V6(lO econd 
at peak rpm - which i why 
modern two· troke barrel are 

60 r-----r-----r-----.---~~----_._, 

10~----L-----~----~----~-----L~ 
6 7 8 9 10 11 

RPM X 1000 
Maxmium horsepow er : 
Suzuki RGV250 57.3bhp @ 10,700rpm 
Kawasaki KR-1 54bhp @ 11,100rpm 
Yamaha TZR250 48.2bhp @ 9600rpm 
Yamaha TZR2 50 (t uned) 59.5bhp @ 9900rpm 

M axim um torque: 
Suzuki RGV250 28.4 ft.lb @ 10,500rpm 
Kawasaki KR-1 25.6 ft.lb @ 11,OOOrpm 
Yamaha TZR250 26.5 ft.lb @ 9500 rpm 
Yamaha TZR25 (t uned) 31 .9 ft.lb ( 9500rpm 



absolutely peppered with 
them . It's also why crankca e 
induction motors core over 
those, such as LC Yams, 
which wore their inlet port on 
the back wall of the cylinder ; 
the space uch inlet took up is 
much beter occupied by an 
extra transfer port , and reed
valve technology i now quite 
happy to have the carb stuck 
more-or-Ies anywhere on the 
crankcases. (Many outboard 
boat engine even have their 
underneath!) . 

The tran fers ' mu t also 
hift mixture in such a way that 

it 's directed up , back , and 
away from the exhaust port , 
down which it 'd otherwise 
cheerfully vanish without 
burning, thankyou very much. 
This process - the Schniirle 
loop - relies , amongst other 
things , on a very accurate 
profi le at the top of the main 
tran fer port , which is why 
home tuners find it ea ier to 
cock 'em up than get 'em right. 
Theyal 0 require a eparation 
of eight mm or so between 
exhaust and transfer port to 
avoid charge loss; the ROV's 
four mmm looks a little dodgy 
in this respect. 

Too- hort transfer du ration 
usually has the effect of 
making an engine very peaky . 
And , becau e the angular 

movement of the crankshaft is 
much more pronounced near 
top and bottom dead centres , 
just a small increase in tran fer 
port height makes a huge 
difference to timing. 
Con equently even lifting the 
transfers half a mil can make 
or ruin - an engine. Because 
raising the roof of a tran fer 
port is a devil of a job, even 
with the right tackle, far and 
away the easiest approach is to 
lift the whole barre l on a 
packing plate, then kim the 
barrel and adju t the exhau t 
port to uit. This is also a very 
good way to wreck a barrel 
there 's no going back if you 
get it wrong. 

But before you get the 
Black and Decker out , be 
warned that cocking things up , 
apart from producing an 
un rideable dog, could hit you 
hard in the folding stuff. Lift a 
port too high , or skim too 
much off a barrel , and you're 
looking at high-tech scrap. 

ylinders for the TZR, ROV 
and KRl work out at £124.56, 
£177 .29 and £199.49 
re pectively, plus a 
contribution to Mr V A Ts 

hristmas box. At least the 
TZR run teelliners, so you 
can re on to over ize for bore 
wear or damage; the other two 
wear plated barreTs for less 

thermal di tortion, better heat 
di ipation and wear quaLitie , 
but they're knackered once 
the plat ing's damaged and 
they're bastard to work on . 
Piston and rings will et you 
back £17.961£13.06 , £18.411 
£12.89 and £19.60/£11.98 for 
the Yam , Suzy and Kawa 
respectively. 

One way in which all 
production engine can be 
improved is by getting the 
quish clearance right. Squish 

- the action of the piston in 
swirling the combu tion ga es 
a it approache top dead 
cen tre - inhibit detonation . 
It 's e ential in all 
performance two-strokes 
running high compres ion 
ratios. It 's al 0 something the 
factories never get right , 
pre urn ably in an attempt to 
protect their engi nes from 
ham-fi ted gorillas. 

Tn order to be effective on 
engi ne such as the e, the 
quish clearance - the 

minimum di tance between 
pi ton and head - should be 
one mm at the very most. On 
the ROV it' about two mm, 
and comparably ineffectual on 
the other two. What thi 
means in practice i that all 
three engine mu t run lower 
compre ion ratios than they 
could tolerate with an effective 

squish band. There' about a 
three per cent power increase 
(even more at lower rpm) to 
be gained from just getting 
the e thing right . 

TZR 
Up to its cylinder base gasket, 
the Yam is every inch your 
traditional Japanese two
cylinder two- troke ; 
horizontally- plit ca e laying 
bare neat rank of crank haft , 
lay hift , mainshaft and 
a sociated pump and tacho 
drive. imple, elegant and 
lovely to work on. 

When it fir t arrived in 19 7 
the TZR's top-end was state
of-the-art, too; compact 
water-cooled, crankca e reed 
induction and , for the fir t 
time on a roadster, a claimed 
200bhp/litre. 

Two year on the TZR is 
uddenly o ld hat, hence the 

recent introduction of the 
Mark II ver ion into Japan' 
hyper-competitive 250 market. 
It ' power handicap eem to 
lie partly in a much lower 
compres ion ratio, partly in 
relatively weedy inlet and 
tran fer area ,and partly in 
the near right-angled corner 
the ga e have to turn between 
reed block and transfer . (The 
vee of the ROV and the 
horizontal cylinder of the 
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STAN STEPHENS lUNING - THE COUNTRY'S TOP 2 STROKE TUNERS 
Experience gained from 19 years in raCing , backed by continuous Dyno testing and development ensures that our tuning produces more 
peak power with no loss in midrange power or reliabil ity, proven in magazine road tests throughout the years. Send copy of road tests. 
RG500 STAGE III TUNE - "152mph , 124mph standing ~ mile. 114 bhp at rear 
wheel. More economic than stock test bike, remarkably docile up to 7000 rpm, from 
9000 rpm makes even a GSXR 1100 feel slow." Mat Oxley MCN January 41h 1987. 
RD500LC STAGE III TUNE - " 152mph, 120 mph standing V. mile. 98 bhp at rear 
wheel. The extra 24 bhp makes wheelies somelhing 10 get used to bul despite the extra 
power there's no vicious powerband 10 catch you unawares." Mat Oxley MCN October 
31st 1984. 
YAMAGAMMA YPVS 350 STAGE III TUNE & STEPHENS FII PIPES ETC 
" 142 mph (in 'h mile) , 11 .69 sees, 121 mph standing ';' mile. 12000 rpm, approx 80 
bhp. Instant arms out of sockets tug whenever the throllie was opened . Amazing 
speed ." Rupert Pauf PB December 1987. 
Mkl YPVS 350 STAGE II TUNE - " 129 mph, 13.3 sees, 105 mph standing V,. 
10000 rpm. A significant increase over stock at the lOp end whilst maintaining mid 
range tractability." Rupert Paul PB June 1986. 
RD400D STAGE III TUNE - " 126 mph. power! and plenty of It . remarkably 
flexible , and easy to drive." Dave Walker MCN September 30th 1981 . 
RG250 Mklll STAGE II TUNE - " 120 mph, 13.2 sees, 102 mph standing V. mile. 
Considerable power increase produced smoothly and predictably." Rupert Paul PB May 
1986. 
RG250 Mkl STAGE II TUNE - " 114 mph. 13.5 sees, 100 mph slanding V. mile. 
20% more power at Ihe top end and improved mid range power. " Malcolm Gough PB 
April 1986. 
350LC STAGE til TUNE - " 133 mph at MIRA, 7000·10000 rpm simply shrieks out 
brute horsepower." Superbike circa 1982. 11 sees, 120 mph slanding V. mile, Santa 
Pod 1988. " LC Wizard" Road Racing May 1987. " LC Genius" Motorcycle 1983. 
These are just a few examples of our work. We offer 3 stages of tune lor 

a.1I 2 strokes Irom 125cc to 75Oc. 

STAGE 
Single Cylinder 
Twin Cylinder 
Four Cylinder 

Send SAE for Catalogue 
ONE TWO 

£30.00 1:50.00 
£50.00 £95.00 

£100.00 £180.00 
Plus fabour if complete engine or machine 

THREE 
1:70.00 

1:125.00 
1:250.00 

ENGINE REBUILDS -II 's no good having an engine luned and Ihen not have II 
assembled correctly or set up properly. We have comprehensive engine building 
facililies carried out by our ex·works race mechaniC. 

REBORESICRANK REBUILDS - The best in the bUSiness. We bore exaclly goo 
to the crank and hone to precise tolerances. and all ports are champhered. £12.00 per 
bore + parts. 
We strip the crank and reassemble at exaclly 180" and Irue to precise lolerances. On 
LCs the cranks are welded to stop spreading and twlSllng. £25.00 + parts. 

BIG BORE KITS -Are your barrels damaged? or lmm oIs?Let us reclaim Ihem 
with our big bore conversions. You also gel more rebore sizes and more power. 
LC350 - 375cc ...................... £120 R0400 - 430cc ..................... £120 
RD/LC250 - 275cc .................. £85 X7/RG250 - 273cc .................. £85 
LC125 - 2oocc ..................... £140 LC170 - 2oocc ....................... £95 
RG 125 - 140cc ...... .. ............... £65 NS t 25 Malossi kit ................... £160 

STEPHENS/LOMAS FII PIPES - THE PIPE for performance. BSI approved. 
black Flooron coaled with polished alloy silencer. 
LC125 ...... £65 AH125 ...... £65 LC2501350 CompetitIOn Only ...... £160.00 
MBX125 ... £65 NSI25 ...... £65 TZR250 Compehhon Only ......... £180.00 
RG125 ..... £65 TZR ........ £125 YPZF350 Compelition Only .... .... £160.00 

COMPETITION USE ONLY 
LC2501350 ............................. £29 YPVS350 .............................. £160 

HARPOWA REEDS - We helped Ihe Harpowa reeds and have always used Ihem In 
our race engines. 
SUZUKI YAMAHA HONDA KAWASAKI 
LClDC125 ...... £17.25 YPVS350 . .. ... £34 .50 RGV250 ....... .. £35 00 
TZR125 .......... £15.00 RD500 ... .. ... £58.00 KMX125 ......... £22.50 
TZRlTDR250 ..... £30.00 RGI25 .......... £15.00 KRT250 .......... £35.00 
RD2501400 ...... £31.00 RG250 Mk 1/11 ... £30.00 MBX125 ......... £22 .50 
LC2501350 ....... £31.00 RG250 Mk III ... £30.00 NS125 ........... £17.25 

NS400 ............ £48.00 
AVAILABLE FOR ALL OTHER MAKES AND MODelS 

WE STOCK EVERY ACCESSORY THAT IS MAOE FOR LCs, YPVS , RGs, R0500s, GSXRs, CBRs, FZRs, TZRs etc. 
UNIT 26 BLUE CHALET INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONDON ROAD (A20), 

WEST KINGSDOWN, KENT 400 YDS FROM BRANDS HATCH 
(047485) 4331 SAE for catalogue stating machine 
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KRI pose no such ob tacle) . 
Then ther' the ignition's 

trick of dra tically retarding 
the ignition at IO ,OOOrpm or 0 

- no amount of tuning will 
allow it to rev on. By 
compari on both the KRI and 
RGV will rev until their pipe 
or porting run out of breath. 
The TZR' bigge t a et i that 
it ' well-known, well orted 
and there are plenty of quick 
example about. Thu it won' t 
need the hakedown period 
that the newer 250s are likely 
to need . But it won' t take 
many Super port 400 rounds 
before the RGVfKRL 
headbanger ' learning curve 
put them up there with it. 

KR I 
The Kwacker i a lovely 
engine - ea y to drop out , 
well-finished , and fairly simple 
to work on. Its gearbox i 
ide-loading (so you can gut it 

with the engine in situ), but 
also expo es with the 
crankca e plit like the more 
conventional TZR. (The RGV 
i trictly ide-loading only , 
which is why you can ' t ee the 
gearbox internal in the pix) . 

The Kawa' barrel are 
immediately triking for 
having nine ports to the the 
mere ix of their rival . Two of 
the e are KIPS port ; one 
the lower 'boo t' port - i a 
complete mystery . Tran fers , 
you' ll recall , pa s gas from the 
crankcase to the combustion 
chamber when the piston' 
near bo({om dead centre . 
Unfortunately the only time 
this port is open is when the 
pi ton' near lOp dead centre , 
and even then it doesn't 
communicate with anything 
el e . Weird . Maybe you' re 
expected to cut a hole in the 
piston to let it all happen - you 
can bet omeone will try . 

Even without this seemingly 
usele port , the KRI ha 
ub tantially more tran fer 

area , and a touch more 
duration , than the Yam or 
Suzuki . It piston also has 
mall windows feeding from 

the secondary tran fers 
probably to cool the pi ton 
crown rather than move more 
mixture - plu two pairs of oil 
hole to provide extra 
lubrication between the 
exhaust and KIPS ports . 
Similar care extend to the 
gearbox, where a gallery feeds 
a gorgeou Iy-crafted erie of 
oilway to the haft and gears. 

KIP - Kawa aki Integrated 
Power Sy tern - i the clever 
little how yourfather which 
eparate the KR-l from the 

rest. Ba ically it u es a pair of 
econdaryexhau t ports which 

open slightly earlier than the 
very con ervative main port. 
At low and medium rpm the e 
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KIPS port are blind. Then , at 
around 8 rpm , a window 
opens within the port . Thi 
communicate not only with 
the main exhau t port to give 
more area and duration , but it 
al 0 feed into a separate 
amplification chamber , like 
Honda' ATAC, to con the 
engine into thinking it ' got a 
more ball -out exhaust than it 
really ha . lever. 

For once none of this i a 
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gimmick . The KRI has 
sub tantially better bottom
end than the Suzuki , and far 
and away the c1eane t top-end 
delivery of the three . Its dyno 
trace uggested that it was 
maybe a little trangled at the 
top-end, and perhap running 
too rich . (There's also a strong 
u picion that the rev

counter' optimi tic -
Kawa aki claim peak power of 
55bhp at JO,500rpm ; if '0 , this 

would have understated our 
torque figure at any given 
engine peed) . You can almost 
bank on the KR l ' delivering a 
lot more top-end with a 
judiciou lump haved off the 
top of exhaust port . When thi 
wa written in early February , 
Stan could carcely wait to get 
the porting tool out. 

RGV 
Suzuki ' little nutter i most 
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obviou Iy different in being a 
90" vee twin (or not , if you 
think all vees should have a 
hared common crankpin, 

which no conventional two
stroke can) . Such vee eem to 
be the fa hion in 250 GP 
racing these days, largely 
because staggered cylinders 
take up Ie s room than side
by- ide ones, 0 the crank can 
be horter and stiffer, the 
engine narrower, and there' 
more room for whopping 
carb , reed blocks and 
tran fers. 

The first thing you'd notice 
in tripping the RGY is that 
getting the mill out of the 
frame i a bitch - about I III 
hour -worth, compared to 
about a third of that for the 
other two. When you finally 
get in ide , you'll notice that 
the cylinder workman hip i n't 
a patch on the Kawa aki's. 
The port chamfers are 
particularly crude. 

The next hing to hit you i 
the sheer size of that bridged 
exhaust port - about 15 per 
cent bigger than the Yam' , 
and 30 per cent bigger than the 
Kawa aki's main port. 
However, bridged ports flow 
only around 85 per cent as well 
as a ingle port, 0 the effect's 
probably comparable to the 
other two when you take the 
KRI's KIPS ports into 
account. 

Bridged exhaust ports have 
one other disadvantage; 
becau e they're in the hotte t 
part of the engine, the thin 
bridge between them i often 
prone to di tortion. Suzuki 
appear to recognise this, 
becau e they've in tailed an oil 
bleed hole just below their 
exhaust bridge. Since this i 
fed directly by the oil pump, 
anyone ditching it in favour of 
petroil for racing could be in 
deep trouble (although reports 
from Japanese F3 racing 
sugge t not). 

The other striking thing 
about the RGY is its 32mm 
carbs - four mm bigger than 
either the Yam' or Kawa's. 
The e shake hands with reed 
blocks which dwarf even those 
ofTZ750s (which i a 
generation of hooligans 
grafted into RD400s and 
350L ) . The Suzuki has the 
capacity to hovel an awful lot 
of mixture into its crankca es . 

On unmitigated screamers 
uch a these, gaining top-end 

at the expen e of bottom-end 
i all part of the equation. In 
fact none of them have or need 
much mid-range, either, 
except compared to other 
peaky screamers. What they 
do need is good lower top-end 
- the 8000-9000rpm stuff 
which gets you out of corner 
quickly. In this re peet the 

RGY' hiceough is a seriou 
di advantage. 

Suzuki' answer to YPYS 
and KIP is AETC, about 
which the pres kit quite 
fraudulently claims" uperb 
torque" from idling to redline . 
AET - Automatic Exhau t 
Timing Control - is broadly 
similar to the Yamaha 
powervaluve , but probably not 
so similar as to irritate the 
patent office. That 8000rpm 
glitch seem to occur at the 
point the exhau t guillotine 
crack open - with all the 
ubtlety with which they took 

noble French head off 200 
years ago. That's not to say it's 
incurable , but it's an eyesore 
on the graph and could be a 
snag on the track. 

VERDICT 
So which is head boyo 
amongst the headbangers? For 
my money the KRI i the mo t 
technically attractive engine of 
the three, and the one with the 
most tuning potential for 
anyone with a free hand . But, 
despite such mouth-watering 
technology from all the 
combatant ,it' po sible that 
this year's new Super port 400 
cia might be won or lost by 
fairly ordinary part that cost 
the factorie about three quid 
apiece: carbs. The RGY ha 
32mm gas-passers , the other 
two have 28s. It could all hinge 
on omething that imple. 

FAST'N'EASY 
It may come as some surprise 
to learn that tuned ver ions of 
even the e hairy beasts aren ' t 
necessarily less practical on 
the road . Myoid RD350, after 
it graduated from the track to 
public road headbanging, wa 
not only much pokier than 
stock , but also appreciably 
more tractable . 

To find out whether this is 
till true two generation of 

strokers later, uncle Stan 
Stephens sent me out on one 
of his '89 spec proddy-tuned 
TZR250. Its miles quicker 
than stock, as you'd expect , 
but he's also ironed-out the 
9000rpm flat pot which you 
see in the graph of both Stan's 
'88 tune , and the tandard 
bike, and tretched the power 
band top and bottom. Unlike 
the crazed, two-stage delivery 
of cooking TZRs, the 
suppo ed hot one gave seriou 
tomp all the way from 7000 to 

1 I ,OOOrpm. 95 quid for the 
barrel work, plus another £40 
to clean up the 'ca es 
represents about five per cent 
of the price of a new TZR; the 
re ult makes the engine at 
least 25 per cent better. 
Streuth, for that I'd even fork 
out the do h my elf. • 

the skin 
to be 

• seen In 

. TH E 8£AfOI.I N I 

J A C lE T S [J S UI T S 

Stnd eIIlque 01 POSW Older 101 £3 55 WIt posl & 
padrIg IUd! aut ID EUiIOHillIElS lid II h U1rISS 

DI. snJ!Xiht;Ja».rlMddlln 
pas. IS & ...... aiIu bnlcIut {PoslIIs R I8lI 

mlplOllCtllUlt~ 

60 TH RA CER 

.. THE S " LOPE 1'1 e.. 

Scott leathers the leaders In safe~, style 

and quah~ have an extensive range of 

fashionable Connolly Cow hide Suits, 

Jackets, Jeans and Salopettes which are 

available at most quality motorcycle 

dealers. So send for a brochure and VISIt 

your local Scott speoallSl and IOVest In ~re 

quah~ ....... .Ihatlasts I 

ElKoHelmets Ud, SldiWJS Ad. Lowmoor Rd 100 Es Ki!dly-tn.AshfieId, Notts 0017 7Jl. lEI 0623 757262 
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